Hello, I am Stephen Willy from Pekanbaru in Indonesia. I have obtained a Letter of Enrollment for
RWTH Aachen University for Master in Tunnel Construction for winter semester 2016/17.
RWTH Aachen is one of the leading German Universities, since it's a “TU9-Alliance” Member university
(the Alliance of the nine leading Technical Universities in Germany).
My personal experiences have been amazing in the sense that I have never seen such a warm welcome.
The teachers at the language school are really nice, friendly, integrated me fast and successful in my new
learning atmosphere. I learn the German and also it’s culture.
BSK International also helped my visa process. BSK International provided the lists what I need and I just
prepared all the documents and went to the immigration office. I learn to be more independent. There had
been some missunderstanding with my mandatory health insurance repeatedly. However, BSK
International was and is always helpful.
People here in Germany are very helpful and understanding. They try to understand what I say, despite my
poor German. It help me to build my confidence and now I can easily speak German (but sometimes with
grammar and vocabulary errors).
My major is rare and as far as I know, Germany provide this major with many well known research and
laboratorium facility. With their best and most experienced faculties worldwide Germany is a good place
to study. I can get a first hand experience about their knowledge. In my class I have people from different
countries which itself is an added advantage, because it helps me to understand their culture. It is fun and
learning at the same time.
Germany is a safe and clean place to study. Also the food is safe and clean. Prices for food and ingredients
are reachable. Water in Germany can be drunk right from the tap, even without boiling it before.
I live in Germany (Bonn and Aachen) almost 9 months and I feel happy about the culture, the people and
the atmosphere here. Thanks to the help from BSK International, I can enjoy my study and my life in
Germany.
Regards,
th
Stephen Willy , Germany / Aachen, August 05 2016

